A nucleosome switch primes Hepatitis B Virus infection
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Abstract: Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is an incurable global health threat responsible for causing liver disease and hepatocellular carcinoma. During the genesis of infection, HBV establishes an independent minichromosome consisting of the viral covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) genome and host histones. The first viral protein expressed, HBx, induces degradation of a host silencing factor to facilitate infection. However, the relationship between cccDNA chromatin and early HBx transcription remains poorly understood. Establishing reconstituted viral minichromosomes, we found that nucleosomes in cccDNA drive HBx transcription. We corroborated these findings in cells and further showed that the chromatin destabilizing drug CBL137 inhibits infection in hepatocytes. Our results shed new light on a long-standing paradox and represent a novel therapeutic avenue for the treatment of chronic HBV.

One-Sentence Summary: Chromatin assembly on the Hepatitis B Virus genome drives transcription of the critical viral oncogene HBx, and thus infection.
Main Text: Over a quarter of a billion people worldwide are chronically infected by Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), leading to almost one million deaths annually despite the existence of an effective vaccine (1). Chronic infection with this incurable virus leaves patients at risk for advanced liver disease, including fibrosis, cirrhosis, and liver cancer (2). HBV is estimated to be responsible for over half of all cases of hepatocellular carcinoma (3). After viral entry into hepatocytes via the sodium taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide bile acid receptor (NTCP), the 3.2 kb HBV genome is shuttled into the nucleus and repaired from a partially double-stranded, relaxed circular DNA (rcDNA) species into fully double-stranded, covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) by host cell lagging strand synthesis machinery (4–6). The cccDNA rapidly becomes populated with host histone octamers and serves as the primary template for viral transcription (7–9). This viral minichromosome establishes a distinct chromatin state and is decorated predominantly with active transcription-associated histone post-translational modifications (PTMs) (7, 10, 11). Although the precise details of this process are not fully resolved, so-called “epigenetic” drugs targeting chromatin-modifying factors have emerged as attractive potential therapeutic opportunities in HBV (12, 13). Presently, long-term treatment with oral nucleos(t)ide analogs or short-term treatment with interferon-alpha injections remains the standard of care to halt viral proliferation, but these fall short of eradicating cccDNA in infected hepatocytes (2). The current inability to therapeutically target cccDNA allows the minichromosome to persist and sustain chronic infection.

Even in cases with long-term antiviral treatment, basal levels of the HBV-encoded oncoprotein HBx remain in hepatocytes and can promote disease progression (1, 14). Intriguingly, HBx has a paradoxical relationship to cccDNA transcription during the earliest stages of infection (12). HBx induces the degradation of the host Smc5/6 complex, which otherwise would transcriptionally silence cccDNA, but it is absent from the mature virion and must be expressed de novo in freshly infected hepatocytes (15, 16). HBx is thought to be the earliest-expressed viral gene, with its transcript most abundant in the first 24 hours after HBV infection (17, 18). Although some reports have identified HBx mRNA circulating in the supernatant of infected cells and in plasma of infected patients, it has yet to be proven if it is packaged alongside HBV rcDNA in virions (17, 19). Additionally, the interplay between cccDNA chromatin state and viral transcription kinetics remains poorly understood despite its potential importance in the establishment of active chronic infection. Traditional genetic and cell biology approaches lack the temporal and biochemical resolution necessary to characterize this critical intermediate in HBV infection establishment. To surmount these difficulties, we developed a method to generate recombinant cccDNA minichromosomes in a chemically defined system, allowing us to characterize its biophysical properties and map nucleosome occupancy on the chromosome. These reveal a -1/+1 nucleosomal positioning signature at the HBx transcription start site. We apply biochemical techniques to demonstrate that chromatin assembly on cccDNA is critical for expression of the HBx mRNA, but not other viral transcripts. Finally, we demonstrate that small molecule-mediated disruption of nucleosome integrity on cccDNA is sufficient to inhibit HBx transcription and viral infection in hepatocytes.

Generation and validation of recombinant cccDNA minichromosomes

Previous approaches to generate recombinant cccDNA have largely relied on recombination-based methods, which leave undesirable exogenous DNA “scars” in the viral genome, or laborious multi-step preparations of rcDNA for repair by recombinant proteins with comparatively low yields (5, 20, 21). Moreover, the only reports of reconstituted viral
minichromosomes used Xenopus nuclear extracts, resulting in chemically heterogeneous products unsuitable for detailed biochemical interrogation (9). To overcome these limitations, we generated scarless recombinant cccDNA via enzymatic ligation of purified double-stranded linear HBV DNA (dslDNA), as has been done previously to generate DNA minicircles for studies of chromatin topology (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1A) (22). To validate the infectious capacity of recombinant cccDNA, we transfected HepG2 cells with cccDNA and assayed for hallmarks of HBV infection. Intracellular viral RNA and secreted viral DNA were readily detected for up to two weeks post-transfection (Fig. 1B). Likewise, HBV surface antigen and secreted antigens (HBsAg and HBeAg, respectively) were abundant in the supernatant of transfected cells (Fig. S1B). Finally, virions collected from the supernatant of cccDNA-transfected cells proved capable of inducing infection when added to HepG2-NTCP cells, which were then subject to immunofluorescence to detect intracellular viral capsid protein (HBcAg) (Fig S1C). Together, these results validate our construct as a physiologically relevant tool to establish and study bona fide HBV infections.

We next tested our recombinant cccDNA as a substrate for in vitro chromatin assembly to produce recombinant viral minichromosomes. To do so, we combined recombinant canonical human histone octamers with the synthetic viral DNA and performed chromatin assembly via salt gradient dialysis. Histone incorporation into both dslDNA and cccDNA was first validated by electrophoretic mobility shift assay of the intact chromatin fibers (Fig. 1C). We subsequently visualized empty and chromatinized cccDNA with atomic force microscopy (AFM). The collected micrographs illustrate the robust assembly of recombinant histone octamers and cccDNA into minichromosomes (Fig 1D). We next sought to compare the basic biophysical characteristics of HBV minichromosomes and similarly sized nucleosome arrays often used to mimic eukaryotic chromatin. We thus generated corresponding linear and circular constructs containing 18 repeats of the Widom 601 strong nucleosome positioning sequence with 30 bp of linker DNA (Lin60118 and Cir60118, respectively), matching both the length and predicted number of nucleosomes in the HBV genome, and assembled them into chromatin fibers (Fig. S2A-C) (23, 24). We next quantitated a basal compaction metric for nucleosome arrays of all four species by measuring the ratio between the volume and the surface area of individual particles in AFM micrographs (Fig. S2D). To orthogonally compare compaction, we also measured the readiness of nucleosome arrays to precipitate in a magnesium-dependent self-association assay (Fig. S2E) (25). HBV chromatin arrays displayed similar compaction scores as measured by AFM and rates of precipitation in the self-association assays as the 601 arrays, suggesting comparable biophysical properties. Finally, we sought to determine whether the reconstituted viral chromatin displayed a DNA-intrinsic nucleosome organization or stochastic positioning of histone octamers. Micrococcal nuclease digestion followed by sequencing (MNase-seq) of both cccDNA and dslDNA chromatin arrays revealed a conserved chromatin architecture between the two species, suggesting a high degree of sequence-intrinsic nucleosome positioning by the HBV genome seemingly unaffected by template circularization or possible torsional strain (Fig. 1E, S2F). Both species displayed a collection of tightly positioned nucleosome core particles, as well as some poorly phased nucleosomes with potentially more stochastic positioning. Altogether, the results of these experiments validate our reconstitution of cccDNA minichromosomes and open the door to further investigation with them.

**Chromatin occupancy of reconstituted cccDNA impacts viral transcription**

To understand the role of chromatin in HBV transcription during early infection, we first tested the capacity of the recombinant cccDNA to serve as a template for in vitro transcription.
Specifically, we incubated both empty and chromatinized cccDNA with human nuclear extract and used RT-qPCR assay to quantify total viral RNA after one hour. Unexpectedly, we detected a significant increase in the total transcriptional output of the chromatinized template compared to empty DNA (Fig. 2A). These results seemed counterintuitive, as conventionally nucleosomes are considered obstacles for RNA Polymerase II to traverse rather than facilitators of gene expression (26, 27). On the contrary, our results suggest that chromatin enhances transcription from cccDNA. To further investigate this possibility, we generated a series of cccDNA minichromosomes with increasing levels of histone saturation for use as in vitro transcription templates – undersaturated, intermediately saturated, or fully saturated – by altering the stoichiometry of histone octamer to DNA during chromatin assembly. The different chromatin species were qualitatively distinct from one another when visualized by AFM (Fig. 2B). Additionally, as predicted, increasing histone octamer saturation correlated with greater chromatin compaction (Fig. 2C).

In order to monitor specific viral transcripts, rather than global HBV transcription more generally, we also turned to a more specific RT-qPCR assay to enable quantitation of the four major viral transcripts – the 3.5 kb preC transcript (also called the pregenomic RNA, encoding both HBcAg and the viral polymerase), the 2.4 kb preS1 transcript (encoding the longest HBsAg isform), the 2.1 kb preS2 transcript (encoding two shorter HBsAg isoforms), and the 0.7-0.9 kb X transcript (encoding HBx) (28). Applying this assay to measure the transcriptional output of our differentially saturated cccDNA minichromosomes revealed that indeed, not all viral transcripts respond equally to the presence of chromatin (Fig. 2D). While the preS1 and preS2 transcripts exhibit no significant changes in expression upon template chromatinization, the preC transcript displayed significantly increased transcription upon template chromatinization although it was still expressed from empty DNA. Of note, there was no significant difference between the output of templates from the three different saturation levels. Strikingly, we observed a switch-like behavior for the X transcript: empty and undersaturated cccDNA did not produce any detectable X transcript, whereas the two highest saturation templates produced it abundantly. The notion that a critical early gene in viral infection could exhibit a requirement for nucleosome occupancy motivated us to further explore the relationship between chromatin organization and HBx transcription.

Early HBx expression is linked to the cccDNA nucleosome landscape

To first assess the chromatin landscape of cccDNA, we consulted published datasets. Across HBV-infected HepG2-NTCP cells, primary human hepatocytes, and patient liver samples, chromatin-immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) data show strong signal for the transcription start site (TSS)-associated histone PTM H3K4me3 and RNA Polymerase II across the viral genome. Interestingly, these signals closely matched bulk nucleosome occupancy across the samples as well (Fig. 3A, Fig. S3) (11). To test if our differentially saturated in vitro chromatin species reflected similar nucleosome occupancy patterns as the published datasets, we next performed a similar MNase-seq experiment. All three chromatinized samples yielded peaks of mononucleosome-sized DNA fragment coverage at similar loci across the viral genome, though the signal strength for certain peaks varied between samples (Fig. 3B, Fig. S4). For example, the strongest nucleosome occupancy signal across all three samples was centered around nt 1269 at the 3’ end of the HBx open reading frame (ORF) and just upstream of the preC/pgRNA TSS. In contrast, the two samples with the highest saturation state, which were able to produce X transcript in vitro (intermediately and fully saturated), displayed stronger peaks around the putative HBx TSS compared to the under-
saturated sample. This result suggests the presence of more strongly-positioned -1 and +1 nucleosomes around this site in the increasingly saturated samples, as observed at active TSSs throughout eukaryotic genomes (29, 30). Gratifyingly, the regions around the -1 and +1 nucleosomes we identified at the X TSS are also enriched with H3K4me3 in the published datasets, corroborating our theory that the X TSS is flanked by these features in vivo (Fig. 3A). Although our MNase-seq results did not precisely match the nucleosome occupancy from published datasets, we speculated this could potentially be due to changes in chromatin dynamics of cccDNA based on the time since infection. Since all available datasets are from cells at minimum one-week post-infection, we set out to determine cccDNA nucleosome occupancy during early timepoints of infection. To avoid the temporal heterogeneity and sample abundance limitations of traditional cellular infection models, we transfected empty recombinant cccDNA into HEK293T cells. Cells were then subjected to MNase-seq after 4 or 24 hours. At both timepoints, nucleosome-sized fragment coverage (~120-200 bp) was detectable across most of the viral genome (Fig. 3C, Fig. S5). We observed fewer well-defined nucleosomes in the transfected cells than in the reconstituted viral chromosomes, with the signal for both timepoints appearing similar to the published ChIP-seq data. However, two regions of the HBV genome were relatively unoccupied by nucleosomes, corresponding to putative TSSs for the preS1 and X transcripts, suggesting a classical nucleosome-depleted region flanked by -1 and +1 nucleosomes.

Having surveyed the nucleosome organization of cccDNA, we also sought to assess the kinetics of HBV transcription during the earliest stages of infection. To do so, we transfected HEK293T cells with recombinant cccDNA and sequenced poly(A)-enriched RNA 4- and 24-hours post-transfection (Fig. 3D). Concordant with literature precedent for HBV infection, modest human gene expression changes were detected in transfected cells compared to non-transfected cells at any timepoint (Fig. S6). At all timepoints post-transfection, sequencing reads readily aligned to both the HBV and human genomes (Fig. 3E). By 12 hours, sequencing reads mapping across the entire HBV genome rendered us unable to discern specific transcript species due to their overlapping nature. However, at the earliest timepoints (4 and 8 hours) RNA-seq reads formed a peak centered around the HBx ORF, suggesting that X is the first viral transcript to accumulate in newly infected cells (Fig. 3D). Quantification of the fraction of HBV reads mapping to the HBx ORF, which comprises only 28% of the viral genome, indeed showed that at the earliest timepoints upwards of 60% of sequencing reads map to HBx (Fig. 3E). Together these data suggest a strong correlation between early HBV chromatinization and HBx transcription, with both being critical steps during the first hours of infection.

**Nucleosome destabilizing drugs disrupt cccDNA integrity in vitro and inhibit viral transcription in cells**

Based on our results suggesting that chromatinization of cccDNA is necessary for HBx transcription, we hypothesized that disruption of chromatin assembly would affect viral infection. Nucleosome assembly in cells relies on an intricate network of histone variants and chaperones, ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers, replisome components, and other structural proteins within the nucleus (31). Relatively few pharmacological options are available to specifically inhibit chromatin assembly factors, but we acquired and tested five small molecule inhibitors of histone chaperones, chromatin remodelers, or replication factors: the BAF complex inhibitors PFI-3 and BD98, the indirect FACT complex inhibitor CBL137, and the Cdc7 kinase inhibitors TAK-931 and PHA-767491, as Cdc7 kinase activity has been shown to activate the H3-H4 chaperone CAF-1 (32–37). Following a 24-hour pre-treatment with each inhibitor, HEK
293T cells were transfected with recombinant cccDNA and continued drug treatment until harvesting 4, 8, or 24 hours later for analysis. None of the doses used impacted cell viability for up to 48 hours of treatment, and while four of the molecules tested showed no consistent effect, CBL137 was able to significantly inhibit viral transcription at all three timepoints (Fig. 4A, Fig. S7). This effect proved to be dose-dependent, with CBL137 displaying an EC_{50} of approximately 135 nM in cells transfected with cccDNA and treated with the drug concurrently for 24 hours (Fig. 4B).

CBL137 was first described as an inhibitor of the histone H2A-H2B chaperone FACT complex, capable of redistributing it in nuclei to activate p53 and suppress NF-kB (34). More recently the mechanism of FACT inhibition by CBL137 has been elucidated, and CBL137 was shown to intercalate into nucleosomal DNA, disrupting nucleosome integrity and trapping FACT on destabilized chromatin, which prevents it from chaperoning H2A-H2B dimers elsewhere across the genome (e.g., at transcription sites) (38). This motivated us to test if the anti-HBV effect of CBL137 is due to chromatin destabilization, rather than formal inhibition of FACT. To do so, we first tested the ability of CBL137 and other molecules previously shown to induce histone eviction from chromatin (the anthracycline topoisomerase II inhibitors aclarubicin and doxorubicin) to destabilize recombinant mononucleosomes in vitro (39). Indeed, as evidenced by an increase in free DNA and precipitated chromatin in the native nucleosome EMSA gel, CBL137, doxorubicin, and aclarubicin destabilized nucleosome core particles, whereas the chemically distinct topoisomerase II inhibitor etoposide and the DNA-binding dye Hoechst did not (Fig. 4C). Importantly, we found that CBL137, aclarubicin, and doxorubicin were similarly able to induce a marked destabilization of intact reconstituted HBV chromatin arrays, with drug treatment causing chromatin fibers to oligomerize and run as a smear rather than a clear band on a native gel (Fig. 4D). Based on these results, we sought to determine whether anthracycline treatment on cells would have a similar effect on HBx transcription as CBL137 treatment, focusing on the molecule aclarubicin rather than doxorubicin to avoid any potential confounding effects from doxorubicin-induced DNA damage (39). Indeed, aclarubicin treatment was able to diminish HBV transcription in cells transfected with recombinant cccDNA (Fig. 4E).

CBL137 inhibits viral transcription, antigen secretion, and genome replication in hepatocyte models of HBV infection

With the inhibition of chromatin stability posing a potential therapeutic opportunity for HBV, we chose to continue studies with CBL137 directly in hepatocytes, the target tissue of the virus. We performed similar experiments transfecting recombinant cccDNA into HepG2 cells. As expected, total viral RNA was significantly reduced in CBL137-treated cells at 4-hours after transfection, and almost completely abolished by 24-hours (Fig. 5A). To confirm this observation in other cellular models of HBV infection, we turned to HepG2.2.15 cells, which contain chromosomally integrated copies of the HBV genome (40). We found that long-term growth of cells in media containing a low dose of 50 nM CBL137 produced a consistent reduction in total HBV RNA within 3 days and up to 11 days of culture without harming cell viability (Fig. 5B, S7H). Encouraged by our results with CBL137 on simpler HBV model systems, we sought to characterize its potential as a treatment option using a bona fide infection model. To do so we cultured HepG2-NTCP cells and infected them with HBV, while also treating with 125 nM CBL137 either one day prior to infection and/or one day following infection. Six days after infection, media was collected from each sample and subjected to ELISA measurements for the secreted viral antigens HBeAg and HBsAg (Fig. 5C). Both post-infection and combined pre- and post-infection treatments led to significant reduction in viral antigen secretion, while the pre-
treatment only yielded negligible changes compared to DMSO treated cells. In addition to viral protein secretion, we also investigated whether CBL137 treatment either pre- or post-infection could reduce viral genome replication (Fig. 5D). Indeed, even 1 day pre-treatment of cells with the drug was able to significantly diminish both secreted rcDNA titer in media and intracellular cccDNA levels to approximately 25% of those in untreated cells. Even more strikingly, post-infection treatment for 5 days led to near total elimination of secreted rcDNA from media and reduced cccDNA levels to only 5% of untreated cells. Together, these results suggest that treatment with CBL137 can not only hamper viral transcription during early stages of infection, but also reduce viral protein secretion and genome replication in hepatocytes.

Discussion

Here, we report the first robust platform to generate reconstituted HBV minichromosomes, laying the foundation for mechanistic investigations of a critical species in viral pathogenesis. This recombinant, functional cccDNA serves as a powerful tool to surmount the temporal heterogeneity and abundance limitations of viral infection, enabling closer study of early infection timepoints. We utilized this system to perform biochemical investigations that led to a model wherein chromatin occupancy on cccDNA, particularly the establishment of -1 and +1 nucleosomes around the HBx TSS, plays a pivotal role in its transcription and thus HBV infection (Fig. 5D). We corroborated our in vitro results with a suite of transcriptomic, nucleosome mapping, and pharmacological experiments, and have shown that this phenomenon may have important clinical implications as a therapeutic or prophylactic treatment for chronic HBV infection in the future.

The results of our work also contribute insights into ongoing discussions about the basic biology of HBV infection. The rapid kinetics of HBx expression seen in our RNA-seq data (Fig. 3D, E) compared to other viral transcripts is consistent with previous studies of HBV transcript kinetics, as well as the intuitive notion that for infection to progress, HBx must appear rapidly in order to induce the degradation of Smc5/6 that would otherwise suppress infection (15, 16, 18). Several reports have found HBx RNAs in viral particles circulating in patient sera samples and in the supernatant of infected cell lines, leading to an outstanding question in the field – whether HBx mRNA needs to be delivered to naïve hepatocytes alongside rcDNA (17, 19, 41). Our data show that introduction of cccDNA to wild-type cells is sufficient for HBx expression. How HBx can be so rapidly and specifically expressed without Smc5/6-induced viral silencing remains a topic for future studies.

The mechanism by which the presence of -1 and +1 nucleosomes around the HBx TSS might facilitate this specific gene’s transcription merits deeper investigation. Luciferase-based reporter assays have previously shown that the HBx promoter is comparatively weaker than those of other HBV transcripts – a finding also supported by the weaker signal for the X transcript in Northern blot assays (11, 42). One possible explanation to reconcile these findings may arise from recent structural and biochemical studies showing that PIC-Mediator, the mega-complex responsible for eukaryotic transcription initiation, binds to the +1 nucleosome and can enhance transcription for TATA-like and TATA-less promoters (43). No TATA or TATA-like element has been identified for HBx, although such elements have been described elsewhere in the HBV genome (44). Thus, an attractive hypothesis is that nucleosome assembly at the HBx TSS drives transcription by allowing PIC-Mediator to recognize a gene which otherwise cannot recruit the basal transcription machinery based on DNA sequence alone.
Our results indicating that pharmacological perturbation of chromatin integrity hampers HBV infection provide a new potential therapeutic avenue while also underscoring the need to characterize the epigenetic landscape of cccDNA more robustly. Although such efforts have been undertaken in duck HBV (23), we describe some of the first high-resolution characterization of nucleosome positioning across the HBV genome in mammalian cells (Fig. 3C). Similarly sparse is our knowledge of histone modifications and variants in cccDNA. Other studies have found that cccDNA is decorated overwhelmingly with active transcription-associated PTMs, and mapped positions of H3K4me3, H3K27ac, and H3K122ac, among others, along the genome (11, 45). Lower resolution methods have also been applied to identify other PTMs, such as H4ac, and more recently the histone variant H3.3 on cccDNA (10, 46, 47). As more is known about the chromatin of cccDNA, therapeutic opportunities may become available to target the minichromosome if not for degradation, then to silence it and establish a functional cure (48). Finally, our promising results for chromatin destabilization as a means to target HBV infection leave the door open to investigate similar approaches on other chromatinized DNA viruses including herpesviruses, papillomaviruses, and adenoviruses.
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Fig. 1. Generation and validation of recombinant cccDNA minichromosomes. (A) Scheme illustrating minichromosome reconstitution approach. (B) Quantification of intracellular total HBV RNA (left) and secreted HBV DNA (right) following transfection of recombinant cccDNA into HepG2 cells. Data are means ± SD of 3 biological replicates. (C) Electrophoretic mobility shift of linear (dsDNA) and circular (cccDNA) HBV DNA upon incorporation of recombinant human histone octamers. (D) Representative atomic force micrographs of empty (left) or chromatinized (right) cccDNA minichromosomes. (E) Coverage of centers of mononucleosome-length (120-200 bp) DNA fragments arising from digestion of chromatinized cccDNA (orange), dsDNA (red), or empty cccDNA (navy) aligned to the HBV genome and smoothed with a 50 bp window, overlaid above a schematic of the four major HBV transcripts.
Fig. 2. Chromatin organization of reconstituted cccDNA impacts viral transcription. (A) Quantification of total HBV RNA produced following in vitro transcription (IVT) of empty or chromatinized cccDNA. (B) Schematics (top) and representative AFM micrographs (bottom) of differentially saturated cccDNA species. (C) Quantification of chromatin fiber volume (top) and compaction (bottom) for differentially saturated cccDNA species. (D) Quantification of transcript abundance for each major HBV transcript following in vitro transcription (IVT) of differentially saturated cccDNA species. Data are means ± SD and were analyzed by Welch’s t-test (A) and ANOVA (C, D). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.0001.
Fig. 3. Chromatin organization of cccDNA suggests important -1/+1 nucleosomes at the HBx TSS during early infection timepoints. (A) Plots of H3K4me3 (top), total sample input (middle, proxy for MNase-seq), or RNA Pol II (bottom) ChIP-seq data from primary human hepatocytes one week after infection, first reported in Tropberger et al. PNAS 2015. (B) 50-bp smoothed mononucleosome center coverage over the HBV genome following digestion of cccDNA chromatin arrays prepared with different levels of histone octamer saturation. (C) 50-bp smoothed coverage of the HBV genome by centers of unique molecular identifier (UMI)-deduplicated mononucleosome-sized fragments from in vivo MNase-seq 4- and 24-hours after transfection of HEK293T cells with recombinant cccDNA. (D) HBV genomic coordinates of RNA-seq reads mapped at all timepoints measured up to 24 hours after cccDNA transfection (top) and zoomed in on 4- and 8-hour timepoints (bottom). (E) Quantification of total number of aligned reads to HBV or human genomes at various RNA-seq timepoints (left) and of the fraction of HBV-aligned reads mapping to the HBx ORF (right).
Fig. 4. Nucleosome destabilizing drugs inhibit viral transcription in cells and disrupt cccDNA integrity in vitro. (A) Heatmap depicting negative log-fold change of HBV or β-actin mRNA levels in cccDNA-transfected HEK 293T and treated with the indicated small molecule drugs. (B) Dose-dependence of HBV RNA levels following 24-hour treatment with the indicated CBL137 concentration. (C) Representative EMSA analyzing the destabilization of recombinant mononucleosomes following incubation with the indicated molecules. (D) Representative agarose-polyacrylamide native EMSAs of intact recombinant cccDNA and dslDNA chromatin fibers following 1-hour incubation with a 10 µM dose of the following drugs: CBL137 (top), aclarubicin(middle), and doxorubicin (bottom). (E) Quantification of relative HBV RNA 24-hours after transfecting HEK293T cells with recombinant cccDNA and concurrent treatment with DMSO (vehicle), 500 nM α-amanitin (Pol II poison, positive control), 125 nM CBL137, or 50 nM aclarubicin. All EMSAs are representative gels of 2 independent experiments. Data are available under a CC-BY-ND 4.0 International license.
means ± SD and were analyzed by ANOVA (E). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.0001.
Fig. 5. CBL137 inhibits viral transcription, antigen secretion, and genome replication in hepatocyte models of HBV infection. (A) Quantification of relative HBV RNA after transfecting HepG2 cells with recombinant cccDNA alongside concurrent treatment with DMSO or 500 nM CBL137. (B) Quantification of relative HBV and β-actin RNA levels in HepG2.2.15 cells grown continuously in media containing either DMSO or 50 nM CBL137. (C) Quantification of HBV surface antigen (HBsAg) and secreted antigen (HBeAg) secreted from HepG2-NTCP cells following infection and 24 hr pre-incubation and/or 5 day post-infection treatment with 125 nM CBL137. (D) Quantification of indicated HBV genome species 6 days after infection of HepG2-NTCP cells either pre-treated with 125 nM CBL137 for 24 hrs or
cultured with the same dose for 5 days after infection. (E) Proposed model illustrating recognition of the HBx +1 nucleosome as a driving force behind HBV infection. Data are means ± SD and were analyzed by t-test (A, B) and ANOVA (C, D). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.0001.